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The Three New Moon Questions 

 

Since King Hammurabi’s time, at the dark of the Moon, astrologer-priests would 

take up their vigils at sunset, waiting for the slim New Moon crescent to appear.  This was 

the sign that a new month had begun.  The king was waiting too—for only then could he 

launch his agenda.  Only then could the state’s orders, assemblies, and festivals be 

scheduled in harmony with heaven’s most auspicious days.   

Woe to the astrologer who missed this moment—foiled by an intervening cloud or 

a sand storm or a broken water clock.  If the New Moon were inaccurately timed, the king 

would be out of synch.  The realm could fall into disarray! 

Four thousand years later, this tradition survives.  Around the world today 

astrologers consult their computers for the New Moon moment, when, they announce, 

it’s time to set our intentions.  We’re encouraged to launch new activities inside our own 

kingdoms, taking our orders, like Mesopotamian kings, from the sky.  We’re advised to 

plant our wishes and dreams in whatever direction heaven points in our horoscope.  

Using New Moons this way, claim the astrologers, is the secret to magical manifesting!  

Creating with the Moon 

Conscious creation is a wonderful solar practice—a king practice.  It’s focused, 

strategic, and geared to success.  It’s a masculine approach to moon cycles.  And why not?  

It takes both a masculine Sun and a feminine Moon to make the moon phases we see.  

Yet if you’ve ever tracked your New Moon intentions, you know this magic isn’t 

sure-fire.  Sometimes it works, often it doesn’t.  Eventually it even gets tiresome.  In truth, 

few of the astrologers who recommend this practice regularly do it for themselves.  It’s an 

intellectual exercise that’s fine for ambitious or restless kings.  Within the psyche,  

it serves the ego, with its bottomless pit of desires and dreams.  Perhaps you’ve already 

noticed—what your ego wants can differ wildly from what your deep being needs.   
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To reach your deeper layers, you need a feminine approach.  You need an 

actual Moon practice--which is where my Three New Moon Questions will take you—

into the receptive moony layer of your being.  Here you’ll find what I call the Forest 

Moon, which is different from the Moon that belongs to kings.  

 

The Forest Moon is nature’s Moon.  She’s the pulse of life that runs through all 

things living on Earth.  Wordlessly she holds us together, without fail, through monthly 

rounds that nourish our vitality and guide our growth.  Ride her currents and you learn 

what the soil, plants, and animals know—how during the waxing weeks to gently stir, 

spring forth, effort, and blossom; how during the waning weeks to distill, surrender, and 

gently incubate your future, as your animal self is soothed and renewed.   

This is the Moon observed by healers and mystics.  To discern her changing flows 

through sign and phase, it helps to actually live in the forest, surrounded by nature.  But 

you don’t have to.  Your animal body is already wired into earth’s moonsong.  Around 

you the world is already dancing along.  It’s only the mind which disconnects you.  So it’s 

best to do your Moon hunting below the neck—in the sensory layers of your experience.   

Between the Dark and the Spark 

At the New Moon moment timed by today’s astrologers, the Sun and Moon are 

conjunct—in the same degree—or, nestled in each other’s arms.  This means that our 

New Moon nights are typically moonless.  The slim new crescent won’t appear until the 

Moon draws away from the Sun, in a day or two.  Today’s New Moon moment is quieter 

and more intimate than our ancestors’ New Moon.  Too, it carries more potency than 

the sis-boom-bah of the king’s crescent.   

Today’s New Moon comes at the inward-most time of the cycle.  It takes you 

right to the edge between old and new.  In the forest, things are silent now, as all 

beings distill into their essence.  The river remembers its riverness.  The otter sinks into 

his otterness.  The stone becomes ever more still.  Everything slows, drops in, and waits 

for the inward stirring of energy that signals a new cycle begins.   

Today’s New Moon moment is a liminal space—somewhere between the dark of 

the old and the spark of the new.  This is a magical threshold across which to linger, in 

order to re-member, meaning, to draw together the limbs of who you are now.  The Sun 
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decrees.  The Moon listens.  New Moon intentions typically fail when the magician isn’t 

listening closely enough to herself.  That’s when she asks for things she doesn’t need.  Or 

isn’t willing to work for.  Her New Moon wishes may be tangled up in subconscious 

patterns of weakness—stuck trying to win love or feeling anxious, inadequate, full of 

anger, pride, or lost.  She wants to escape herself, not grow.  

The Moon’s remedy for this is to listen deeply to self at this key moment.  Once a 

month, at each New Moon, simply tune into yourself.  This shakes the clarity loose.  It 

nourishes your intuition.  It can inspire you to grow.  Clear of mind (Sun) and intuitively 

awake (Moon) is when you get your best ideas.  It’s when you make the best decisions—

when you know your own truth.  Listening deeply to self at each New Moon will draw you 

closer to the life that will truly please you.  Align with Mama Moon and gain the support 

of a universal flow.  When you follow the Moon’s phases, you proceed on wings lifted by 

heaven—meaning, even when things get tough, intuitively, you know just what to do.   

The Three Questions 

New Moons are sometimes described as a monthly tryst between the Sun and 

Moon.  The sexual metaphor is a good one.  In this liminal space—of raw potential—you 

want your conscious and subconscious minds to co-mingle, to make love.  To do this, you 

need to enter a slightly altered state that’s much like meditation—but not so formal.  It’s 

relaxed and playful, more like two lovers, naked in bed, than a temple monk in lotus pose.   

Start with a few deep breaths.  Have a journal nearby.  Center your mind into your 

heart.  Literally.  There are brain cells in your heart and your gut.  Their below-the-neck think- 

ing is a deeper kind of thinking that will support you in moments of confusion or stress.   

Forest New Moons aren’t for making decisions or commands.  They’re meant for 

discoveries.  You’re creating space to explore.  You want to be surprised by something.  

Those who skip over this interval tend to attract futures just like their past.  The Three New 

Moon Questions are your “wondering” talismans. They gently shape your moonplay while 

leaving lots of room to make the practice fresh each time.  One cycle you might answer each 

question with a single word.  For another, three pages or a dozen pictures might be perfect. 

You’re not trying to be brilliant.  You’re touching in, clearing space.  You’re sketching a 

possible direction forward.  And you’re thinking near, not far into the future.  This is no time 

for grand plans.  The new cycle’s life force is yet unformed.  It’s subtle, vulnerable, just a 

spark.  Feel into it with respect and sensitivity.  Blaze up too soon and you can quickly stall.  

Often where I think I’m heading can take a surprising new turn a day or two after the New 

Moon.  This new path would not have shown up without my moonplay.   

So here are the questions.  They’re simple.  To unpack their magic, keep reading.  

Where have I been? 

Where would I like to be? 

What step can I take tomorrow? 
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Where have I been? 

Float your awareness across your life since the last New Moon.  Contemplate the past one to 

four weeks. What have you been up to?  Run the movie of key events and activities. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

You don’t really know where you’re going unless you know where you’ve been.  But 

this is not a call to judge or analyze.  Just observe your recent self with current eyes.  What has 

kept you occupied?  What still matters today?  Just listing things is fine.   

Deep self-recognition is something we all crave.  Whenever we’re desperate to be 

acknowledged—to be seen—by a boss, heart partner, or friend—it is this we truly seek—the 

love and respect of our own eyes, putting ourselves center stage, genuinely interested in what 

we see.  This is how the elusive ”self-esteem” is quickly built.  Through self-inquiry and other 

self-loving gestures, we affirm that we matter.  We learn to take ourselves more seriously.  

What have you been thinking?  What excites you?  Are there any obsessive 

concerns?  Just list them.  Has your mind been stimulated or bored?   

How have you been feeling?  You might answer in colors or sounds instead of 

words.  How strong or weak is the passion you’ve been bringing to your days?   

How has your sleep been?  How well have you been eating?  How is your sense of 

wellbeing?  Your health is always the top concern of Mama Moon.  

________________________________________________________________________ 

Astrology Tip 

The Sun sets the agenda as he travels through the signs, bringing renewed vitality to 

the varied areas of life each sign rules.  New Moon degrees indicate how long the Sun has 

been in a sign before the New Moon moment.  The Sun moves about one degree per day.  

A 23 degree Cancer New Moon, for example, says the Sun entered Cancer 23 days 

ago.  By New Moon day, his influence would already have been stimulating your thoughts.  

Cancer rules home, family, pearls, real estate, food, children, mothers, domestic chores, 

physical and emotional wellbeing.  You’d likely see these themes somewhere—or perhaps 
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everywhere—in your recent experiences.  Check too the house in your chart where the Sun 

is traveling; likely its themes are also relevant.   

Whether we care to observe their hands or not, the Sun and Moon keep weaving 

themselves into our lives.  First, recognizing—then, shaping—this influence is empowering!   

 

Where would I like to be? 

Answer this question from below the neck.  Scan for the longings—frivolous or deep—that are 

in your gut and your heart.   Choose a future interval to gently wonder about.  Where would 

you like to be—a month from now—three months—a year—or five to ten years in the future?  

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

With the first New Moon question you create space for yourself, which is grounding.  

With the second New Moon question, you bring positivity to your future, which is uplifting.  

You’d be surprised at how many people forget to use their imaginations to tend their future.  

Worrying about the future is widespread.  Doing the opposite is good medicine.  

Details aren’t important now. You’re not planting intentions or making treasure maps 

yet.  You can do this later if you wish.  For now, you’re performing a simple energy trick.  

You’re expanding your possibilities.  You’re shaking up stuck patterns in your subconscious.  

You’re sending new vitality into your future.  Notice your breathing as you do this.  If a 

particular situation makes you tense or short-breathed, stay with it patiently, until you can 

imagine where you’d like to go while breathing comfortably.   

Ask this question as though you’ve made the time to climb up a favorite hill, from now 

or in your childhood.  Views from tall places expand your perspective.  In the high open spaces 

optimism and hope reside.  The aspirations that lift your heart also send a strong signal to 

your intuition.  Your truth is potent.  It starts your intuition thinking about magical plans in the 

right directions.  This can trigger a cascade of helpful messages and synchronicities.   

When you don’t know where you want to go 

If your answer is “I don’t know,” this is good information.  It could be a sign that 

you’re already on track—that everything is just as you want it.  So where would you want 

to go?  A good answer might be, “Into a future as delightful as my present!”  Be grateful 

when things are working well—this too is good medicine.  
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“I don’t know” could also suggest you’re feeling disconnected from your purpose—in 

which case a good destination might be “me feeling happy inside a purposeful life.”  Imagine 

the satisfaction of having your days filled with personally meaningful activities.  Really Imagine 

this.  In the potent New Moon period, let these sensations soak in.   

Or maybe you’ve just been working too hard.  Your imagination is a little flabby.  In 

this case, just be fanciful:  I’d like to sail around the world, star in a Broadway show, conjure 

magical solutions for climate change.  What seems frivolous always has an authentic root.  

Check this list later for archetypal clues.   Sailing around the world could mean you need 

more freedom, adventure, or literally, travel.  Starring in a Broadway show suggests you 

crave more visibility and accomplishment.  Deep truths often lurk beneath our fantasies. 

 

What step can I take tomorrow? 

To be carried by the Moon, you need to cross the threshold now and get into motion. 

This is the real secret.  This is how you link to the New Moon spark--by taking a step 

forward, toward your vision.  It’s as simple as that.  Do this within a day or two—which is 

about how long it takes for the New Moon crescent to appear.  The size of your step doesn’t 

matter.  In fact the best New Moon steps are typically small and not too intimidating.  Even so, 

they should excite you, at least a little.  And they should take you someplace new. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

This is not a time to tackle your list of unfinished chores.  Your step should be 

exploratory.  In ways small or big, it should give you a new view of things.  You could 

research something, make a phone call, challenge a small bad habit, clean out a drawer, buy a 

new journal, fix a wobbly door knob, draft a plan.  A small step taken now can ripple forward 

in surprising ways.  If you choose to act with right timing, your gesture could inspire a chain of 

future gestures, all leading to a wondrous realization at the Full Moon and beyond.   

Remember, the New Moon initiates with a spark, not a bonfire.  The cycle’s 

momentum—and yours—are designed to build as the Moon waxes.  Just follow the phases 

and keep riding her currents in the direction of growth. If, in the week following your New 

Moon step, you’re not inspired to keep moving in the direction of your vision, you know your 

desire was neither true nor strong enough yet to take root.  This is not a failure.  It’s good 

information.  It’s something to be aware of during your next New Moon check in.  
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________________________________________________________________________ 

Astrology Tip 

The New Moon crescent is similar to the Dark Moon crescent.  Although they appear  

on opposite horizons at opposite ends of the day, each Moon reflects just a thin crescent of 

sunlight.   

This is a message.  Light is a symbol for conscious awareness.  It’s an emblem for the 

bright and chatty thoughts inside our heads.  When the Moon wears the most light, at the Full 

Moon, mental energy is at its peak.  Everywhere minds are wired.  Insomnia increases.  

People’s thoughts can be werewolf wild or quietly brilliant as a Buddha’s.  In spiritual circles, 

this is the peak time for realizations.  Non-spiritual people often find their awareness is 

stuffed so full at this moontime, they just feel tired and dull.  Full Moon conditions are self-

developed—meaning, they emerge from our thoughts and choices in the two waxing weeks. 

What does it mean on the nights when the Moon shows up as mostly dark?  Dark is a 

symbol for unconscious awareness.  It suggests the need to dive below conscious thought and 

listen to the subconscious intelligence inside our bodies.  Awareness draws inward, scanning 

below the neck.  At dark moontimes, the body’s usual message is “I’m tired.”  This is the inner 

wisdom voice.  It’s calling us to rest, release, and renew.  In Dark Moons, slowing down is the 

fast track to future vitality and inspirations.  

At New Moon times, if you‘ve rested well enough, the body is no longer sending 

signals of fatigue.  Now its messages are about excitement and enthusiasm.  At Dark Moons, 

the body mostly says “no.”  Its job is to discourage whatever is ill-timed or unnecessary.  At 

New Moons, the body wants to say “yes” to something.  Its enthusiasms are meant to get you 

into motion, which is how the New Moon magic truly enters your life.  Acting on your desires 

will help to spread the wings that can carry you toward your dreams.  

But there’s a catch.  Getting excited about something at the New Moon is no 

guarantee that it’s the right direction for you.  You have to discover this as you get into 

motion.  New Moon steps are like Goldilocks steps.  You’re tasting and testing.  You’re 

jumping on the mattress.  You’re exploring what suits you—and what doesn’t.  Venturing 

beyond your comfort zones now will show you a thing or two.  It makes you smarter—which 

might lead to abandoning whatever you thought you were starting.  You grow. 

I’ve learned the most about New Moons from my clients who were born at this time.  

Under my career question, they may list 10 to 30 widely different occupations—because 

that’s their mojo—to say yes to new adventures.   They’re path finders.  Their life purpose is 

to do something new, something no one else has done.  This why it’s so important they follow 

their gut instincts.  They’re gathering a unique set of tools.  They might sign up for a three-

month ceramics course and realize after one afternoon they just got everything they needed.  

Now it’s on to the next thing! 

New Moon people are spontaneous. They’re attuned to their present-time passions 

and instincts.  During this moontime, it’s auspicious to borrow their mojo and do the same! 
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What if you miss the New Moon moment? 

Fortunately, we’re not like the Mesopotamian kings.  Nature’s timing is more 

flexible and fluid.  In all things lunar, we’re surrendering into a rhythm, not marching to 

the orders of a ticking clock.  We want to bring the Moon comfortably into our lives—or 

we’ll never sustain this wonderful New Moon practice.  

Each cycle, there are three good days to find your moment between the dark 

and the spark:  the day before the New Moon, the day of the New Moon, and the day 

after.  Mark your calendar—then be opportunistic.  Watch for the perfect moment to 

arrive so you can slip into moontime.  When there is no perfect moment—this means 

you’re out of balance.  To repair and renew before the next cycle, you must make the 

time to slow down and catch up with yourself!   

 

Want more Moon? 

Want to learn how to ride the Moon’s currents towards growth?  

All you need is a Moon calendar and the right information to develop your 

Moon sense and ignite your imagination.   

You’ll find this support—calendar and inspirations--in my monthly  

Moon Workshop, available here:  

https://mooncircles.com/shop/moon-workshop/  

 

Let Mooncircles support your Moon journey! 

Our bi-monthly newsletters will keep you in rhythm with each New and Full Moon. 
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The Bliss Tapes The Blissful Sky  

  
Moonprints Your Venus Unleashed 

 

  

Dana’s Moon Workshop  Dana’s Astrology eBooks 

 
And more! 
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